The observation of solid earth tides (SET) provides an important basis for understanding the structure of the earth's interior, and has long been the focus of research in geoscience. However, actually, there still exist some limitations in capturing its global-scale information only with ground stations. Remote sensing technology can realize large-scale deformation monitoring of high point density constantly. However, it is still difficult for the artificial satellite system to meet the requirements of SET monitoring in terms of field of view and temporal resolution now. In this work, the moon is hypothesized as a new platform for SET observation combined with interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) technology. Based on the tidal model and lunar ephemeris, the spatial and temporal characteristics of the SET from the lunar view were analyzed. Furthermore, the calculations demonstrate that more abundant SET information can be observed in this view. After comparing various observation modes, the single-station with repeat-pass differential InSAR was selected for this simulation. We mainly considered the restriction of observation geometry on moon-based InSAR under three signal bandwidths, thereby providing a reference for the sensor design. The results demonstrate that the moon-based platform offers the potential to become an optimal SET observation method.
Introduction
The solid earth tides (SET) is a global phenomenon which reflects periodic deformation of the earth's interior and surface caused by the gravitation of the sun, moon, and other celestial bodies. It can cause radial undulations of 50 cm in low latitudes [1] . As an important interdisciplinary subject connecting astronomy, geodesy, and geophysics, the SET holds significant research value. There are many methods to calculate the tide-generating potential (TGP), and it can be used to predict the site displacement caused by the SET combined with the theoretical parameters of the earth's internal medium, such as density, lame parameter, and Love number. Similarly, provided that the earth's surface displacement can be observed with sufficient precision, the complex information on the earth's internal medium can also be obtained. The observation of the SET is conducive to the study of the earth's internal physical structure, which can further promote the development of geophysics [2] .
The development of observation methods for the SET has included the tidal gauge, the horizontal pendulum, the gravimeter, and the strain gauge. Among them, the superconducting gravimeter has become an internationally recognized instrument with the highest accuracy, continuity, and stability [3] . However, these measurement methods show some inherent limitations. For example, they can only obtain tidal information at stations, which means that very dense ground stations are needed if we want to get global-scale information. This will consume a large amount of ground resources. Furthermore, the observation environments and conditions of different stations vary significantly, causing the required by global-scale SET observation. The inclined geosynchronous orbit satellite SAR has an orbital altitude of 36,000 km, and has essentially met the swath requirements. However, some features will limit the role of this platform in observing SET: (1) it requires a large antenna and a long integration time to generate a radar image (up to several hours) [24] . This will cause complex coupling of SET displacement; (2) its revisit period is approximately 24 h, which is similar to the revisit period of the moon-based radar (as defined in Section 2.2). This makes the SET state of the two observations similar, so the deformation obtained by differential measurement would be very small. Apart from this, it would be hard for a geosynchronous platform to always observe the region which has as significant displacement of the SET as the lunar platform (as analyzed in Section 3.1); (3) its large antenna and the power supply subsystem would be difficult to install in the artificial satellite, and the relevant technical problems have not been solved [25] .
In this study, the moon is assumed to be a new remote sensing observation platform, and some geometric methods are used to simulate the ability of SET capturing from lunar view. To some extent, the platform may be able to make up for the shortcomings of other methods. With the rapid developments in space technology, various countries have developed their own moon landing plans. For example, following the Apollo 11 mission, the United States planned to return to the moon; the SMART-1 lunar probe of European Space Agency orbited the moon; and the Chinese Lunar Exploration Program began the missions known as the "Chang'e project" [26] [27] [28] . As the only natural satellite of the earth, the moon offers a unique view for continuously and comprehensively monitoring the earth on a global scale. It provides an ideal platform for observing large-scale geoscience phenomena [29] .
Moon-based SAR observation exhibits unique advantages compared to traditional remote-sensing platforms. An orbital altitude of 384,000 km allows the implementation of one-day repeat-pass differential interferometry for large swath monitoring of tidal deformation. The longevity and stability of such a platform would enable collection of long-term time series data to compare with station data, which is also important in the SET research. All of these factors offer the potential to obtain improved data products [30] .
The study aims to clarify the observation capability of a moon-based InSAR for SET based on observation geometry. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, the SET model from the lunar view and the deformation simulation method are presented in Section 2. The model was obtained by combining the theoretical SET displacement with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) ephemeris, and the deformation simulation was constrained by the space-time baseline. Second, in Section 3, we analyzed the characteristics of the SET displacement from lunar view. Then, the different observation modes were compared, and it was found that the repeat-pass with single station is more recommended for SET observation. Thereafter, the observable deformation was simulated with a consideration for the time point of the master image, and the observation effects at signal bandwidths of 100, 200, and 300 MHz were provided. Some related parameters suitable for SET observation geometry in this simulation work are summarized and discussed, as presented in Section 4. The conclusions of this study, which are presented in Section 5, could provide a scientific reference for the design of future moon-based observation systems.
Model and Simulation Methods

SET Model and Lunar View Displacement Distribution
In order to understand the spatial and temporal characteristics of the SET, and to study the conditions that need to be satisfied by the moon-based InSAR, we first established a theoretical model of the earth's tidal displacement distribution. The traditional theoretical model of the SET can calculate three displacement components in the radius, longitude, and latitude directions at a certain time and at a certain position on the earth. Considering that radar acquires the line-of-sight deformation, we made a further treatment of this model. We combined the traditional model with the lunar trajectory Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 123 4 of 20 information provided by the JPL ephemeris to obtain the spatial and temporal characteristics of the tidal displacement distribution from the view of a lunar sensor.
Tidal Displacement Model
The theoretical models of the SET, which are extensively used at present, take into account the influence of many complex factors, such as the earth's ellipticity, rotation, inelasticity of the mantle, non-hydrostatic equilibrium, and lateral inhomogeneity. In this study, we refer to the principle of the DDW99 tidal model and the precise tidal correction parameters for the ground point displacement provided in the IERS Conventions [31, 32] . The point displacement accuracy of the model can reach millimeter level [33] . The main process of the algorithm for the tidal displacement is demonstrated in Figure 1 .
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Flowchart of theoretical tidal displacement model. After inputting the time and location information, the tide-generating potential (TGP) can be calculated by using the time domain or frequency domain algorithm, and it is then converted into displacement information in a spherically stratified and non-rotating earth with perfectly elastic and isotropic structural relation (SNREI Earth).
The theoretical values of the tidal displacement with millimeter accuracy can be obtained by precise tidal correction based on the IERS Conventions.
There exist two methods for calculating the TGP: the fully harmonic development method based on the frequency domain and the solar-lunar orbit method based on the time domain [34] [35] [36] . The fully harmonic development method exhibits high accuracy and is mainly used for precise SET observations, such as gravity tide observations. However, the displacement accuracy of this method exceeds that of the millimeter-level displacement model, resulting in substantial computational redundancy in calculating the high-density displacement distribution. The solar-lunar orbit method is based on the rules of celestial body movements and the laws of gravitation. The main factor affecting the accuracy of this method is the solution of the celestial calendar, which is less dependent on the correction of the ground station data. It is more suitable for macro-scale observation studies and analyses. Therefore, the time domain method was used to calculate the TGP in this work. The SET displacement in the SNREI earth can be obtained by:
where is the Legendre order, is the TGP, ℎ and are the Love number of the earth's surface, is the mean surface gravity and , , and are the three displacement components in the radius, latitude, and longitude directions, respectively.
Among them, the Love number consists of three parameters (ℎ , , and ) introduced in the early 20th century by Love and Shida T. It is used to characterize the elastic deformation of the earth's interior materials. One of the main purposes of the SET research is to solve the Love number and study the elastic deformation characteristics of the earth's interior. In this study, we used the theoretical values of the Love number from the IERS Conventions. The solid tidal displacement model was obtained by combining the displacement calculated in the SNREI earth with precise tidal Figure 1 . Flowchart of theoretical tidal displacement model. After inputting the time and location information, the tide-generating potential (TGP) can be calculated by using the time domain or frequency domain algorithm, and it is then converted into displacement information in a spherically stratified and non-rotating earth with perfectly elastic and isotropic structural relation (SNREI Earth).
where n is the Legendre order, W is the TGP, h and l are the Love number of the earth's surface, g 0 is the mean surface gravity and e r , e ϕ , and e λ are the three displacement components in the radius, latitude, and longitude directions, respectively. Among them, the Love number consists of three parameters (h, k, and l) introduced in the early 20th century by Love and Shida T. It is used to characterize the elastic deformation of the earth's interior materials. One of the main purposes of the SET research is to solve the Love number and study the elastic deformation characteristics of the earth's interior. In this study, we used the theoretical values of the Love number from the IERS Conventions. The solid tidal displacement model was obtained by combining the displacement calculated in the SNREI earth with precise tidal correction. Considering the following factors, according to the requirements of the IERS Conventions, the accuracy of the tidal displacement model can reach the millimeter level:
•
The latitude dependence and slight inter-band variations of Love number caused by the earth oblateness and the Coriolis force.
The strong frequency dependence in the diurnal band and some other frequency dependence, owing to diurnal free oscillation resonance and inelastic mantle.
The centrifugal force perturbation influenced by the inelastic mantle causing the Love number to lag behind the imaginary part of the TGP.
Lunar View Displacement Distribution
In order to determine the tidal displacement distribution from the lunar sensor's view and ensure the visibility of the observation range, the key step is to obtain the lunar position information. The ephemeris can obtain the 3D rectangular coordinates (J2000 Earth Centered Inertial, ECI) of the sun, moon, and nine planets in the solar system via Fortran or C code provided by the JPL, which are available online at http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/. In this study, we used the DE430 ephemeris (created in 2013 covering the period from 1 January 1550 to 22 January 2650) of the JPL to obtain the trajectory of the moon. Then we combined it with the solid tidal model to obtain the spatial and temporal displacement characteristics from the lunar view [37] . The principal processes are presented in Figure 2 .
When the displacement components are projected to the line-of-sight direction of the moon-based sensor, the influence of other factors on the observation geometry should also be considered, such as the specific position of the observation station on the moon, the axial precession, nutation, polar wandering, and free nutation of the earth. Therefore, we evaluated the magnitudes of these factors, as presented in Table 1 . The error caused by the most significant factor in the table is 0.1 mm, which represents the projection difference of the observation platform location between the lunar center and the polar region. Previous studies have demonstrated that the establishment of a base in the low latitudes of the moon can better satisfy the observation geometry in remote sensing observation [38] . Therefore, neglecting the above factors in the calculation can also result in the simulation accuracy of millimeter levels. The position of the lunar center was used for the displacement projection in this simulation experiment.
The three directions of the tidal components are perpendicular to one another, and can be understood as a vector in the ENU coordinate system. Once the tidal displacement vector and lunar center position vector are unified into the ECEF coordinate system, the tidal displacement can be projected into the lunar direction according to the following formula:
where → N is the displacement vector, and Θ is the angle between the lunar center vector and displacement vector. The lunar altitude angle at a certain point on the earth can be used as an indicator to judge whether or not the moon-based radar is visible. Additionally, the region with a positive altitude angle indicates that it is visible. The position vector of the lunar center r ENU can be obtained from the ECEF coordinate system, then the lunar altitude angle Z at any position on the earth's surface can be calculated by Equation (3).
(3)
• The strong frequency dependence in the diurnal band and some other frequency dependence, owing to diurnal free oscillation resonance and inelastic mantle.
•
Lunar View Displacement Distribution
In order to determine the tidal displacement distribution from the lunar sensor's view and ensure the visibility of the observation range, the key step is to obtain the lunar position information. The ephemeris can obtain the 3D rectangular coordinates (J2000 Earth Centered Inertial, ECI) of the sun, moon, and nine planets in the solar system via Fortran or C code provided by the JPL, which are available online at http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/. In this study, we used the DE430 ephemeris (created in 2013 covering the period from 1 January 1550 to 22 January 2650) of the JPL to obtain the trajectory of the moon. Then we combined it with the solid tidal model to obtain the spatial and temporal displacement characteristics from the lunar view [37] . The principal processes are presented in Figure  2 . . Then, the displacement information and position information of the moon are unified into the earth-centered, earth-fixed coordinate system (ECEF). After the displacement projection, the displacement distribution of the SET is masked by the observable range obtained from the lunar altitude angle.
Simulation of Deformation Information
After comparing different interference measurement modes, we chose "single-station with repeat-pass" mode for the simulation experiment (the analyses are detailed in Section 3.2). InSAR is Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 123 7 of 20 one kind of measurement technology which can extract the relative information of time and space. The measured deformation corresponds with the change of displacement between two time points. Therefore, the deformation measurement of SET we are discussing is obtained from the displacement difference between two time points. Additionally, the flowchart of its calculation is shown in Figure 3 .
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Flowchart of the calculation of the spatiotemporal baseline and SET deformation in the effective interference region. The scanning trajectory of lunar synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is approximately parallel to the equator, as shown in Figure 6 . The relationship between the longitude of lunar subpoint and accurate time point is established according to the ephemeris data. After inputting a start time of the master image, the revisit period can be determined. Additionally, the accurate time points of various longitudes as well as the start time of next scan can be calculated (assuming that the earth rotates at a constant speed). In this way, the displacement matrices under multiple revisits can be obtained by inputting longitude, latitude, and time point into the SET model. The vertical baseline ( ) matrix as well as the critical baseline ( ) matrix can be obtained via the ECEF coordinates of lunar center and the incident angle matrix (according to the lunar altitude angle matrix). The deformation matrices in effective interference regions under multiple revisits can be obtained through the displacement matrices difference and the critical baseline constraint ( ) at every latitude and longitude.
The revisit period was defined as the time difference in the same longitude of the subpoint (the annual average of the revisit period in 2018 was 24.84 h). With the change of the lunar declination in each revisit, the vertical baseline of moon-based InSAR will vary in the cross-track direction. The oversized vertical baseline is the main cause of geometrical decorrelation [39] . Additionally, the effective interference coverage needs to be screened through the critical baseline calculated by Equation (4) [40] .
where is the wavelength, is the signal bandwidth, is the speed of light, is the distance between the radar and target, and is the average of incident angles. For lunar InSAR, the difference between the two incident angles is larger than that of the artificial satellite, which makes Equation (4) Figure 3 . Flowchart of the calculation of the spatiotemporal baseline and SET deformation in the effective interference region. The scanning trajectory of lunar synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is approximately parallel to the equator, as shown in Figure 6 . The relationship between the longitude of lunar subpoint and accurate time point is established according to the ephemeris data. After inputting a start time of the master image, the revisit period can be determined. Additionally, the accurate time points of various longitudes as well as the start time of next scan can be calculated (assuming that the earth rotates at a constant speed). In this way, the displacement matrices under multiple revisits can be obtained by inputting longitude, latitude, and time point into the SET model. The vertical baseline (B ⊥ ) matrix as well as the critical baseline (B c ) matrix can be obtained via the ECEF coordinates of lunar center and the incident angle matrix (according to the lunar altitude angle matrix). The deformation matrices in effective interference regions under multiple revisits can be obtained through the displacement matrices difference and the critical baseline constraint (B ⊥ < B c ) at every latitude and longitude.
where λ is the wavelength, B is the signal bandwidth, c is the speed of light, S 0 is the distance between the radar and target, and θ is the average of incident angles. For lunar InSAR, the difference between the two incident angles is larger than that of the artificial satellite, which makes Equation (4) produce errors, and we compensated for them. The ratio of the vertical baseline to the critical baseline is related to the range resolution, and the range resolution can be defined by Equation (5) [41] . When the ratio α reaches 0.99 with a 100 MHz of signal bandwidth, the corresponding range resolution is 150 m. It has a low impact on the observation of solid tide, so we took an infinite value of the ratio (α = 1) in this simulation work.
Simulation Results and Analyses
Tidal Displacement Characteristic
By comparing the three-direction displacement distribution at different time points, we found that the gradient of the solid tidal displacement distribution ranged from 0 mm/100 km to 10 mm/100 km in the vertical direction and 0mm/100 km to 2 mm/100 km in the horizontal direction. We selected a moment with a relatively larger gradient as a demonstration ( Figure 4 ). The large gradient region tends to be concentrated near the maximum displacement (yellow region). It makes the SET in the swath of low-orbit SAR platforms always have no gradient. Additionally, this feature is very unfavorable for space observation. produce errors, and we compensated for them. The ratio of the vertical baseline to the critical baseline is related to the range resolution, and the range resolution can be defined by Equation (5) [41] . When the ratio α reaches 0.99 with a 100 MHz of signal bandwidth, the corresponding range resolution is 150 m. It has a low impact on the observation of solid tide, so we took an infinite value of the ratio α = 1 in this simulation work.
Simulation Results and Analyses
Tidal Displacement Characteristic
By comparing the three-direction displacement distribution at different time points, we found that the gradient of the solid tidal displacement distribution ranged from 0 mm/100 km to 10 mm/100 km in the vertical direction and 0mm/100 km to 2 mm/100 km in the horizontal direction. We selected a moment with a relatively larger gradient as a demonstration (Figure 4 ). The large gradient region tends to be concentrated near the maximum displacement (yellow region). It makes the SET in the swath of low-orbit SAR platforms always have no gradient. Additionally, this feature is very unfavorable for space observation. Radar interferometry can capture the deformation information along the line-of-sight. When the range of radar incident angle is not considered, the SET displacement information from lunar view can be obtained by displacement projection and lunar altitude angle mask, as shown in Figure 5 . Radar interferometry can capture the deformation information along the line-of-sight. When the range of radar incident angle is not considered, the SET displacement information from lunar view can be obtained by displacement projection and lunar altitude angle mask, as shown in Figure 5 . Taking the year 2018 as an example, we counted the displacement distribution from the lunar view in 8760 moments with a time interval of 1 h. From the displacement distribution and subpoint trajectory information, we determined the following spatial and temporal characteristics. 1. The extreme point of the solid tidal displacement always appears near the lunar subpoint.
Combined with the fact that there is always one side of the moon facing the earth, this feature makes the moon-based platform always have more abundant displacement information, which is not available on other artificial space satellite platforms. Although the difference calculation in interferometry can eliminate some of the displacement information, the change of the lunar subpoint in the cross-track direction ensures the existence of the deformation. As far as we know, the SET deformation information from lunar platform is most significant when compared with the low orbit platform and the geosynchronous orbit platform. 2. It is difficult to observe the negative part of the SET displacement from the lunar view, and the displacement distribution decreases symmetrically from the extreme point to the surrounding area. We counted all time points with a maximum displacement of more than 300 mm, and found that 80% of them were concentrated in the time points corresponding to the middle and high lunar declination (7-21°). 3. The displacement distribution is constantly changing, and always exhibits some periodicity.
Additionally, its periodic rule will gradually weaken with the increase of periodicity length. For example, the diurnal changes within the same month are more regular than those in different months. If the temporal baseline of interference is too short, it may reduce the deformation information due to the similar displacement states. On the contrary, if the temporal baseline is too long, other types of deformation may produce significant noise. There is a need to balance the two situations and to select the ideal temporal baseline. This characteristic makes the temporal resolution advantage of the lunar platform play an important role, its shortest temporal baseline of approximately one day allows us to make flexible choices. Taking the year 2018 as an example, we counted the displacement distribution from the lunar view in 8760 moments with a time interval of 1 h. From the displacement distribution and subpoint trajectory information, we determined the following spatial and temporal characteristics.
Interferometry Mode and Observation Geometry
1.
The extreme point of the solid tidal displacement always appears near the lunar subpoint.
Combined with the fact that there is always one side of the moon facing the earth, this feature makes the moon-based platform always have more abundant displacement information, which is not available on other artificial space satellite platforms. Although the difference calculation in interferometry can eliminate some of the displacement information, the change of the lunar subpoint in the cross-track direction ensures the existence of the deformation. As far as we know, the SET deformation information from lunar platform is most significant when compared with the low orbit platform and the geosynchronous orbit platform.
2.
It is difficult to observe the negative part of the SET displacement from the lunar view, and the displacement distribution decreases symmetrically from the extreme point to the surrounding area. We counted all time points with a maximum displacement of more than 300 mm, and found that 80% of them were concentrated in the time points corresponding to the middle and high lunar declination (7-21 • ).
3.
The displacement distribution is constantly changing, and always exhibits some periodicity. Additionally, its periodic rule will gradually weaken with the increase of periodicity length. For example, the diurnal changes within the same month are more regular than those in different months. If the temporal baseline of interference is too short, it may reduce the deformation information due to the similar displacement states. On the contrary, if the temporal baseline is too long, other types of deformation may produce significant noise. There is a need to balance the two situations and to select the ideal temporal baseline. This characteristic makes the temporal resolution advantage of the lunar platform play an important role, its shortest temporal baseline of approximately one day allows us to make flexible choices.
Interferometry Mode and Observation Geometry
Interferometry Mode
Radar can be deployed in single or multiple station modes for interferometry on the moon. It is similar to the single-antenna repeat-pass mode and the dual-antenna mode of satellite SAR. We calculated the moon-based interference baseline at different revisit times. With the changes in the lunar declination, the spatial baseline length of the moon-based SAR will mainly vary in the range of 5000 to 200,000 km (as demonstrated in Figure 10 ), which is far beyond the baseline that can be generated between the stations on the moon (the moon diameter is about 3476 km). Due to the baseline ratio limitation, differential interferometry based on the multi-station mode has difficulty obtaining deformation information from different revisits. Moreover, the deployment of lunar stations brings a series of key problems, such as energy supply, data transmission, low temperature, lunar dust, and transportation costs. The costs incurred by these problems will multiply with the number of stations. Therefore, the single-station mode is more recommended in SET observation.
In the single-station mode, both the three-pass and four-pass D-InSAR require multiple temporal SAR data. This will make it inevitable to take into account the critical baseline and the baseline ratio in observation, which results in the SET information reduction in the deformation and texture features. In order to avoid these negative effects, it is better to combine the digital elevation model (DEM) in D-InSAR measurement. Therefore, the simulation experiments were carried out in the single-station with repeat-pass mode, as illustrated in Figure 6 .
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Observation Geometry
With the lunar revolution, the distance between the sensor and observation point varies slightly, and the earth rotation will be the main source of the Doppler shift. The azimuth direction of the lunar SAR imaging will be the same as the rotation direction of the earth, and the target will pass through the radar beam from west to east along the direction parallel to the equator. The incident angle of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites is usually 20° to 30°. In this range, the swath of lunar SAR is eight to nine times as wide as that of LEO satellites [42] . For the moon-based SAR, it only needs 2° of the FOV to observe half of the earth. If the side-looking imaging mechanism of the SAR is neglected, its instantaneous observation range is close to 50% of the earth's surface. However, radar uses squint imaging to obtain line-of-sight deformations, resulting in the existence of inherent blind areas near 
With the lunar revolution, the distance between the sensor and observation point varies slightly, and the earth rotation will be the main source of the Doppler shift. The azimuth direction of the lunar SAR imaging will be the same as the rotation direction of the earth, and the target will pass through the radar beam from west to east along the direction parallel to the equator. The incident angle of low earth orbit (LEO) satellites is usually 20 • to 30 • . In this range, the swath of lunar SAR is eight to nine times as wide as that of LEO satellites [42] . For the moon-based SAR, it only needs 2 • of the FOV to observe half of the earth. If the side-looking imaging mechanism of the SAR is neglected, its instantaneous observation range is close to 50% of the earth's surface. However, radar uses squint imaging to obtain line-of-sight deformations, resulting in the existence of inherent blind areas near the subpoint. Moreover, if the incident angle is excessively large, the backscattering energy will be attenuated, and the signal-to-noise ratio will be insufficient. Therefore, the actual observable range is constrained by the incident angle.
In this study, the range of the incident angle referred to typical parameters of the global change observation lunar based SAR (GCOLB-SAR) [43] . Additionally, some of its parameters are demonstrated in Table 2 . Table 2 . Typical parameters of global change observation lunar based SAR (GCOLB-SAR) (Partial).
Parameter (unit) Value Range
Wavelength ( We set the incident angle range of the lunar SAR to 10-66 • , and the corresponding instantaneous optional scanning range with displacement information is illustrated in Figure 7 .
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In the whole period, the side-looking observation (the squint angle is 0) always has abundant SET information and is more recommended. If the lag effect of the tidal displacement on the TPG response is considered, backward-looking observation will be more appropriate (the antenna pointing to the east of the subpoint was defined as the backward-looking observation).
•
When using side-looking observation, the observable range and tidal displacement are the largest. However, a blind area exists, which is approximately 9° north and south of the lunar subpoint. The squint angle is limited by the FOV, ranging from 0 to 1°. Different squint angle can reduce the blind area to some extent. The side-looking observation will be used for further simulation work. The spatial coverage and SET information can be maximized while sacrificing the blind area close to the subpoint, and the imaging distortion caused by the earth's curvature can be reduced. The temporal coverage with sidelooking observation and incident angles of 10-66° is demonstrated in Figure 9 . We can draw the following conclusions from it: (1) the temporal coverage at the same latitude is relatively uniform, and it changes significantly at the different latitude; (2) the observable region is approximately concentrated between 85° N and 85° S and the region with more than 200 revisits is approximately concentrated between 60° N and 60° S, which includes most of the terrestrial part of the earth. The chart indicates that the longitude difference is always less than 6 • . Several conclusions about the squint angle when observing SET phenomena by the lunar SAR sensor can be drawn, as follows:
When using side-looking observation, the observable range and tidal displacement are the largest. However, a blind area exists, which is approximately 9 • north and south of the lunar subpoint. The squint angle is limited by the FOV, ranging from 0 to 1 • . Different squint angle can reduce the blind area to some extent.
The side-looking observation will be used for further simulation work. The spatial coverage and SET information can be maximized while sacrificing the blind area close to the subpoint, and the imaging distortion caused by the earth's curvature can be reduced. The temporal coverage with side-looking observation and incident angles of 10-66 • is demonstrated in Figure 9 . We can draw the following conclusions from it: (1) the temporal coverage at the same latitude is relatively uniform, and it changes significantly at the different latitude; (2) the observable region is approximately concentrated between 85 • N and 85 • S and the region with more than 200 revisits is approximately concentrated between 60 • N and 60 • S, which includes most of the terrestrial part of the earth.
Observation Effect under Three Signal Bandwidths
Selection of Master Image
The change of the lunar relative position between different revisits in the cross-track direction is the main source of spatial baseline. In addition, we can get the law of spatial baseline from the change of lunar declination. The complete period of the lunar declination is 18.6 years, and its small period is close to 27.3 days. We calculated the lunar declination in February and March 2018, and it will help us to determine a time point of the master image. In the process of interferometry, the different time points for master image will result in four cases of spatial baseline for slave images, as shown in Figure 10 .
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The change of the lunar relative position between different revisits in the cross-track direction is the main source of spatial baseline. In addition, we can get the law of spatial baseline from the change of lunar declination. The complete period of the lunar declination is 18.6 years, and its small period is close to 27.3 days. We calculated the lunar declination in February and March 2018, and it will help us to determine a time point of the master image. In the process of interferometry, the different time points for master image will result in four cases of spatial baseline for slave images, as shown in Figure 10 . 250   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27   x1000 km   0   50   100   150   200   250   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26   x1000 km   0   50   100   150   200   250   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27   x 1000 km   0   50   100   150   200   250   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25 From the figure, we can see that the absolute value of the lunar declination had an opposite trend with its change speed. The revisits near the intersection of the red dotted line and lunar declination line more easily met the requirements of spatial baseline. When declination reaches a peak, its speed of change will decrease to the lowest. Additionally, the change speed of the lunar declination approximately varied from 0.1 to 5 degree/day. If the time point of the master image is selected with From the figure, we can see that the absolute value of the lunar declination had an opposite trend with its change speed. The revisits near the intersection of the red dotted line and lunar declination line more easily met the requirements of spatial baseline. When declination reaches a peak, its speed of change will decrease to the lowest. Additionally, the change speed of the lunar declination approximately varied from 0.1 to 5 degree/day. If the time point of the master image is selected with a low declination, the effective interference combinations (EICs) will be concentrated near three time points. However, the time point of the main image cannot have a too low declination, because this will cause the vertical baseline to have a fast change, and the number of EICs will decrease or even disappear.
When selecting the time point of the master image, we should first ensure that the lunar declination is not too low. Under the condition of meeting the spatial baseline requirement, we need to mainly consider the time points with rich SET displacement information, because too small vertical baseline is not good for solid tide observation, which will lead to the decrease of deformation information. In this study, we chose 2 March 2018 as the master image time point, which had a moderate lunar declination (12 • ), as marked as the red "¤" in Figure 10 .
Deformation Information in EICs
We calculated the vertical baselines and critical baselines corresponding to 64 revisits from 0:00 on 2 March 20108. Additionally, the deformation distribution without a critical baseline constraint under different revisits was simulated, as illustrated in Figure 11 . Compared to space-borne SAR, the time baseline of moon-based SAR is much shorter, with the minimum value being approximately 24.73 h, while the space baseline is much longer than that of the space-borne SAR. The vertical baseline length corresponding to Figure 11A ,B reached 180,000 and 3000 km, respectively. The middle part of Figure 11A can be understood as the overlap area of the left-looking and right-looking observations at two moments. Of course, such a long baseline cannot be used for InSAR in any region of earth. The figure indicates that there was almost no gradient of the deformation distribution in the azimuth direction. It means that the requirements of the azimuth resolution and Doppler bandwidth for the moon-based SAR system are lower when observing the SET.
Remote Sens. 2020, 12, 123 14 of 20 points. However, the time point of the main image cannot have a too low declination, because this will cause the vertical baseline to have a fast change, and the number of EICs will decrease or even disappear. When selecting the time point of the master image, we should first ensure that the lunar declination is not too low. Under the condition of meeting the spatial baseline requirement, we need to mainly consider the time points with rich SET displacement information, because too small vertical baseline is not good for solid tide observation, which will lead to the decrease of deformation information. In this study, we chose 2 March 2018 as the master image time point, which had a moderate lunar declination (12°), as marked as the red "¤" in Figure 10 .
We calculated the vertical baselines and critical baselines corresponding to 64 revisits from 0:00 on 2 March 20108. Additionally, the deformation distribution without a critical baseline constraint under different revisits was simulated, as illustrated in Figure 11 . Compared to space-borne SAR, the time baseline of moon-based SAR is much shorter, with the minimum value being approximately 24.73 h, while the space baseline is much longer than that of the space-borne SAR. The vertical baseline length corresponding to Figure 11A and Figure 11B reached 180,000 and 3000 km, respectively. The middle part of Figure 11A can be understood as the overlap area of the left-looking and right-looking observations at two moments. Of course, such a long baseline cannot be used for InSAR in any region of earth. The figure indicates that there was almost no gradient of the deformation distribution in the azimuth direction. It means that the requirements of the azimuth resolution and Doppler bandwidth for the moon-based SAR system are lower when observing the SET. After the observable deformation was constrained by the critical baseline, the number of the EICs in the first period is 6, which are the 1st, 16th, 17th, 18th, 25th, and 26th revisits respectively (as shown in Figure 12. ). When the effective interference area was less than 5% of the earth's surface, those EICs would be abandoned. This is because the effective interferometric region is always striplike and concentrated in high latitudes (large incident angle). If the deformation gradient in the swath decreases significantly, the advantage of the lunar SAR will become less meaningful. The calculation of the SET deformation distribution in EICs can provide a reference for the selection of the swath location. After the observable deformation was constrained by the critical baseline, the number of the EICs in the first period is 6, which are the 1st, 16th, 17th, 18th, 25th, and 26th revisits respectively (as shown in Figure 12. ). When the effective interference area was less than 5% of the earth's surface, those EICs would be abandoned. This is because the effective interferometric region is always strip-like and concentrated in high latitudes (large incident angle). If the deformation gradient in the swath decreases significantly, the advantage of the lunar SAR will become less meaningful. The calculation of the SET deformation distribution in EICs can provide a reference for the selection of the swath location. In the above EICs calculation, the signal bandwidth corresponding to the critical baseline is 100 MHz. If a larger spatial baseline is available, it will be very beneficial for SET observation. This is because more EICs can be selected, and the larger spatial baseline in the cross-track direction will bring more deformation information. Furthermore, the SET information in each EIC will also increase. The most effective way for larger spatial baseline is to increase the wavelength or signal bandwidth, according to Equation (4). For the InSAR technology, L-band is a limit in interferometry, but the stable environment of the month-based platform can install more payload, which can provide the possibility for hundreds of MHz level of signal bandwidth. We hope to get the device requirement corresponding to the ideal SET observation effect. In this study, the observation effects with the signal bandwidths of 200 and 300 MHz were simulated and discussed, as illustrated in Figure 13 . We used the deformation span to describe the amount of deformation information, and it was the difference between the maximum deformation value and the minimum deformation value in the effective observation region. In the above EICs calculation, the signal bandwidth corresponding to the critical baseline is 100 MHz. If a larger spatial baseline is available, it will be very beneficial for SET observation. This is because more EICs can be selected, and the larger spatial baseline in the cross-track direction will bring more deformation information. Furthermore, the SET information in each EIC will also increase. The most effective way for larger spatial baseline is to increase the wavelength or signal bandwidth, according to Equation (4). For the InSAR technology, L-band is a limit in interferometry, but the stable environment of the month-based platform can install more payload, which can provide the possibility for hundreds of MHz level of signal bandwidth. We hope to get the device requirement corresponding to the ideal SET observation effect. In this study, the observation effects with the signal bandwidths of 200 and 300 MHz were simulated and discussed, as illustrated in Figure 13 . We used the deformation span to describe the amount of deformation information, and it was the difference between the maximum deformation value and the minimum deformation value in the effective observation region. The change of the vertical baseline also has its own periodicity, and the length of the change period is approximately 26 or 27 revisits, as indicated by VB. The chart contains two change periods. In each change period, the deformation information of approximately 17th and 26th revisit periods hardly changes with the increase of the signal bandwidth. This is because the vertical baseline between these two revisits is relatively small and the effective observation region can reach the maximum in each EIC. In this case, the corresponding deformation span is approximately 8.8 and 7.0 cm, and after considering the swath width it will be reduced to 4 cm.
With the increase of the signal bandwidth, the EICs with larger spatial baselines can be selected, and additional tidal deformation information can be obtained. When the signal bandwidth increased to 200 MHz, four peak points of the deformation span appeared in each change period, which were located at the 2nd, 17th, 20th, and 23rd revisits in the first change period. When the signal bandwidth increased to 300 MHz, the deformation span exhibited a similar trend to the vertical baseline, and there were three extreme points which located at the 3rd, 14th, and 22nd revisits. It is because the latter two peak points were merged into one and appeared at the 22nd revisit. Among these, the deformation span of the 22nd revisit period is at the peak value, which is the ideal selection of the temporal baseline. In this case, after 300 MHz, the effects of increasing signal bandwidth level on deformation information will be no longer significant, because the deformation information is close to a limit.
We simulated different time points of the master image with high displacement information at these three bandwidths, and found that when the absolute value of declination corresponding to the master image time point was selected greater than 15°, the signal bandwidth level of 200 MHz can reach ideal observation effects, and about 50% time points for the master image were available. Additionally, when the absolute value of declination added 10-15°, the signal bandwidth level of 300 MHz can reach ideal observation effects, more than 75% time points for master image were available. The increase of signal bandwidth can rapidly increase the number of EICs, and then increase the observable SET information.
Discussion
With the rapid development of lunar exploration projects, there is increasing concern about the moon-based sensors. Many researchers believe that the moon is a good earth observation platform The change of the vertical baseline also has its own periodicity, and the length of the change period is approximately 26 or 27 revisits, as indicated by VB. The chart contains two change periods. In each change period, the deformation information of approximately 17th and 26th revisit periods hardly changes with the increase of the signal bandwidth. This is because the vertical baseline between these two revisits is relatively small and the effective observation region can reach the maximum in each EIC. In this case, the corresponding deformation span is approximately 8.8 and 7.0 cm, and after considering the swath width it will be reduced to 4 cm.
We simulated different time points of the master image with high displacement information at these three bandwidths, and found that when the absolute value of declination corresponding to the master image time point was selected greater than 15 • , the signal bandwidth level of 200 MHz can reach ideal observation effects, and about 50% time points for the master image were available. Additionally, when the absolute value of declination added 10-15 • , the signal bandwidth level of 300 MHz can reach ideal observation effects, more than 75% time points for master image were available. The increase of signal bandwidth can rapidly increase the number of EICs, and then increase the observable SET information.
With the rapid development of lunar exploration projects, there is increasing concern about the moon-based sensors. Many researchers believe that the moon is a good earth observation platform for geoscience phenomena. Based on the principle of remote sensing, many studies on the moon-based optical sensor and moon-based radar have been developed. However, few studies have addressed the observation requirements that the moon-based sensors need to meet for a specific geoscience phenomenon.
When the InSAR technology is applied to SET observation, there is a high space-time demand for the platform. Based on the temporal and spatial characteristics of the global tidal displacement, we found that it is important for the platform to have the advantage in the width of the swath, the flexibility of the EICs selection, and the gradient of relative displacement. These features make it possible to retain the unique texture of the displacement distribution, which is really important for SET observation. Compared with the low-orbit SAR platform and the inclined geosynchronous orbit SAR platform, the moon-based platform can better satisfy the observation requirements. The change of the lunar declination under different revisits is the main source of the deformation information for moon-based InSAR. We can see that the SET deformation span in the swath can reach several centimeters, which makes it possible to recognize it via texture information. This is difficult to reach for other observation platforms (in theory, the existing InSAR platform only has millimeter-level deformation span, and, for most of the time, it is lower than the millimeter level).
Based on the geometric constraints of the critical baseline, we found that the signal bandwidth of the system is very important for the observation of SET. As the range of optional spatial baseline becomes larger, the available master image time points and the number of EICs increase. In each EIC, the larger spatial baseline brings more deformation information, and the effective interference area in each EIC also increases. Table 3 displays the quantitative simulation results of the three signal bandwidths. We only counted the EICs in the first two periods. It can avoid other deformation except for the SET to some extent, and to reduce the time decorrelation. The spatial coverage is the average value of the ratio of the terrestrial area in EICs to the global terrestrial area, and it usually starts from the region with a large incident angle. In order to observe the tidal deformation in the area with small incident angle for a long time, the space coverage must be large enough. The swath width can be determined by the beam width in the range direction, which is a function of the wavelength and antenna height. The beam width in the range direction, calculated from the parameters in Table 2 , is 0.24 • . The maximum deformation span obtained by adjusting the position of the swath is shown in Table 3 . Obviously, this beam width is not very suitable for the SET observation. Provided that the swath width increases to about 3000-5300 km, almost all deformation information in the effective interference region will be retained, and the corresponding beam width in the range direction is 0.41 • . A large swath width results in a longer time delay in the range direction of the beam and a rapid increase in the minimum antenna length and minimum antenna area. The optional range of pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and Doppler bandwidth can be reduced, then the maximum resolution of azimuth direction will be limited. However, for the observation of SET, the deformation gradient is mainly reflected in the cross-track direction.
When the signal bandwidth increases to 300 MHz level, the minimum optional absolute value of declination corresponding to the master image is 10 • , which can cover approximately 75% time points with rich SET displacement. The number of EICs as well as the spatial coverage will also increase, and more than 50% of the terrestrial region can be monitored. After 300 MHz, the deformation span will be close to the limit, and the effects of increasing signal bandwidth will be no longer significant. The moon-based InSAR can achieve ideal SET observation effects using these system parameters. Of course, the observation potential of moon-based platforms to SET in the north and south poles of the earth may not be as good as that of artificial satellites. This is not only because the change of SET at the poles is weak, but also because of the limitation of the maximum incident angle. Furthermore, the large swath and signal bandwidth have high requirements on the antenna design and frequency modulation mode, which is a challenge to engineering development. Therefore, it is necessary to synthesize the observation requirements and engineering development to determine the ideal system parameters of the lunar InSAR.
Conclusions
With the aim of meeting the space observation requirements of the SET, this study discussed the possibility of observation by InSAR technology from a moon-based remote sensing platform, which may provide a reference for the design of sensors in the future. The following contributions have been made in the simulation work:
(1) The moon-based sensor can always observe the regions with more abundant information of the SET. It was found that the extreme point of the displacement always appeared near the lunar subpoint. The lunar InSAR can obtain rich SET deformation by cross-track direction difference.
(2) The single-station with repeat-orbit mode as well as the side-looking SAR imaging are more suitable for the D-InSAR measurement of the SET on the moon. It can reduce the engineering costs while avoiding the baseline ratio constraints and the unique texture information destruction. The side-looking mode can maximize the spatial coverage and deformation information while reducing the imaging distortion caused by the curvature of the earth.
(3) A large signal bandwidth as well as swath width are required to make full use of the advantages of the lunar platform in observing the SET. The signal bandwidth of 300 MHz level is recommended. After 300 MHz, the deformation information will be close to the limit, and the effects of increasing signal bandwidth on SET will be no longer significant. The swath width of 3000-5300 km is more recommended, and the corresponding beam width in the range direction is 0.41 • . On this condition, almost all deformation information in the effective interference region is retained. Although the maximum resolution of azimuth direction is limited, it is not serious for SET observation.
In summary, referring to the global characteristics of the SET phenomenon and advantages of the moon-based platform, the moon can become a new platform for the solid earth observation. The results of this study demonstrate that the large swath of the moon-based InSAR and its effective space-time continuity can better satisfy the macroscopic observation of solid earth phenomena. In future work, more in-depth simulation analysis will be done, and it is necessary to consider the impacts of various factors on moon-based observation, such as the ionosphere contribution for L band, synthetic aperture time, and the power budget for the SAR system. We anticipate additional research results on lunar imaging radar, which will contribute to the observation of macroscopic earth phenomena.
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